Surface expression of mutated subunits of the high affinity mast cell receptor for IgE.
The mast cell receptor with high affinity for IgE consists of four transmembrane polypeptides which are held together by detergent-sensitive interactions: an IgE-binding alpha chain, a single beta chain, and a disulfide-linked dimer of gamma chains. Now that the cDNAs that code for each of the subunits have been isolated, it should be possible to probe by site-specific mutations, which portions of the receptor are critical for transmembrane signaling. One prerequisite for such studies is that the mutant receptors be expressible on the cell surface. We have explored this issue by transiently transfecting COS 7 cells with mutant subunits and assessing surface expression by IgE binding. Removal of any single cytoplasmic domain of the receptor's subunits had little influence on surface expression, and even receptors missing all five cytoplasmic domains were expressed, albeit less efficiently. Minor changes within the transmembrane domains (TMs) sometimes produced major effects and more drastic changes in the TMs ablated surface expression entirely. These data suggest that the TMs are critical loci for receptor display. Cys7 (residue 2 in the gamma TM) was shown to form the inter-gamma disulfide bond and to be nonessential for surface expression. By localizing this bond, residues in the TM of gamma that are buried in the interface between the gamma subunits could be predicted. Consistent with observations on other membrane proteins (Rees, D. C., DeAntonio, L., and Eisenberg, D. (1989) Science 245, 510-513), maximal interspecies conservation was observed for those residues in the gamma TM predicted to be buried. This was also true for those residues in the alpha and beta TMs predicted to be buried by analysis of the TM hydrophobic moments.